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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
The preservation of large areas of contiguous native habitat is crucial to the conservation of 
many species (Vitousek et al., 1997). However, in the human-dominated landscapes that make up 
much of the earth's land surface area, few undisturbed native habitats of sufficient size exist 
(Vitousek et al., 1997). In such human-dominated regions, conservation efforts typically focus on 
small isolated habitat patches that support isolated populations or metapopulations of species 
(Saunders et al., 1991). Many of these conservation efforts are directed at specialized species that 
cannot persist in highly altered landscapes. 
In particular, many Lepidopteran species are at risk of extinction, and are thus the targets of 
conservation (Erlich, 1984; Thomas, 1991; Warren, 1993). Lepidopteran species are frequently rare 
in human-altered landscapes because many have larvae that specialize on a single species or family 
of host-plant (Janzen, 1988). Butterflies and moths are particularly important to the conservation of 
ecosystems because they comprise approximately 1/6th of the known diversity of life on earth 
(Janzen, 1988; Young, 1997). Lepidopterans are important to the functioning of many ecosystems 
due to their roles as pollinators, herbivores, and prey (Janzen, 1988; Young, 1997). 
Theoretical research has been focused on developing metapopulation models that can be re-
parameterized for many different species in different situations to accurately predict the persistence of 
a population (Hanski, 1991). Many common species of butterflies and moths have been the focus of 
studies that have tested metapopulation and biogeography theory (Hanski &Gilpin, 1991; Nieminen & 
Hanski, 1998). As the basic tenets of these theories have held true for many common species, the 
theories have been increasingly applied to research on the conservation needs of rare species (for 
example, Hanski et al., 1994; Hill et al., 1996; Ravenscroft &Young, 1996; Menendez &Thomas, 
2000}, and to the management of endangered populations (for example, Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources, 1999). 
Most butterfly and moth conservation efforts have been focused on federally listed species, 
such as the Karner blue butterfly and the regal fritillary in the Midwestern U.S. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, 2006). Less attention has been given to species that are listed at lower levels of government 
or are decreasing in number but not yet listed. Although conservation efforts for highly endangered 
species are important, efforts to prevent endangerment are also necessary. Preventative measures 
are likely to be less expensive and less risky to population persistence than efforts to salvage a 
population. 
In Wisconsin, oak savanna and prairie habitats are among the rarest, and harbor some of the 
largest numbers of rare species. Less than 1 % of the original acreage of oak savanna and prairie 
habitats currently exists. Due to the small size of most remaining habitat patches, the isolation of 
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many of these patches, and the alteration of forces that historically shaped these habitats, such as 
large grazing animals and wildfires, these habitats are no longer able to support many of the species 
that originally inhabited them. As a result, many of the obligate inhabitants of oak savannas and 
prairies are declining in number and are listed as rare. one of these species, the phlox moth (Schinia 
inc~iana, IVoctuidae), is listed as state endangered. .Although Wisconsin supports some of the largest 
known populations of the moth, it has not been listed federally, and therefore has not been the target 
of intensive research, conservation, or restoration activities. As a result, comparatively little is known 
about the moth. (Henderson &Epstein, e006; 1►Nisconsin Department of Rlatural Resources, 2006) 
because of its strong flight and the patchy nature of its host-plant, the phlox moth is believed 
to exist in a metapopulation structure (Swengel ~ ~wengel, 1999). However, due to the rarity of 
moths within host-plant patches, traditional metapopulation studies are not possible. The population 
sizes at patches of host-plants are exceedingly diffcult to assess, however, the presence or absence 
of the moth can be established, and metapopuiation concepts can be applied to the prediction of 
moth presence. 
The goal of this thesis was to examine many potentially important patch- and landscape-level 
characteristics to determine which characteristics are most important to patch occupancy by the phlox 
moth, to aid in conservation efforts, and to compare the roosting sites of the moth with non-roosting 
sites to determine whether moths are more likely to be found in certain areas within a patch. 
Thesis ®rga~i~ation 
This thesis is organized into three chapters. The first chapter is a general introduction, the 
second chapter is the research project itself, and the third chapter is a general conclusion. The 
general introduction puts the research project into a larger context, as it applies to the conservation of 
other Lepidopteran species. The second chapter presents the results of the research project, as 
formatted for submission to Ecological Entomology. The third chapter is a general conclusion, which 
generalizes the results of the study to the larger context of Lepidopteran conservation. 
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CHAPTER ~. THE ~'e4TCH ~,H® L~i~C3~~ApE CH/~i~CTERiST9GS ~E~ATE[3 TO THE 
OCCUPANCY OP HOST-P~~HT PATCHES ~Y THE iPHL®x MJOT`H, ~Ci~l~li~ Ii~~1~41VA 
~~.EP~®t)P'TE6~: N~OCTUQL~AE~ 
A paper to be submitted to ~color~ica6 ~~toPnolog~ 
Danielle M. DeBruyne 
a~tP~~t 
This study investigated the nr~icrosite, patch, and landscape level habitat requirements of the 
phlox moth (Schinia Indiana, PJoctuidae). Detection-nondetection and habitat data were collected at a 
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total of 121 host-plant patches spread across 60 km at the Fort McCoy military installation in 
~/isconsin, USA,. The relationships between the probability of patch occupancy and the patch and 
landscape variables were modeled using program PI~ESE~ICE. A subset of patches was resampled 
to estimate the probability of detecting a moth when present, given imperfect detection. The subset 
of models which had the best predictive abilities were compared using a suite of model diagnostics 
including prediction error using the training set-test set approach, Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit 
tests, and assessment of the standardized residuals. Patch size, distance to the nearest previously 
occupied patch, and the average number of buds per phlox stem within a patch were the most 
important predictors of troth occupancy, v~hile distance to the nearest patch, bordering road type, and 
the average number of blooms per stem were less important predictors. Cloud cover and 
precipitation influenced the probability of detecting moths during surveys. Frost-plant stem spacing, 
canopy cover, size of the nearest patch, and the total area of patches on the surrounding landscape 
were not found to be important predictors of moth occupancy in this study. Microsite habitat 
preferences were examined using MAI~lOVA. At the microsite level, moths were found more often 
stems with large numbers of buds and low canopy cover, located in areas with high stem density. 
Moths were not found more frequently in microsites Frith greater percentages of stems in bloom, or for 
stems with greater numbers of blooms than randomly selected sterns. Management 
recommendations include increasing patch sizes and connectivity, and mitigating habitat loss by 
replacing patches with patches equal or greater in occupancy probability, rather than simply 
considering patch size. 
9ntrc~c~aactiort 
Frequently in today's fragmented habitats, species exist as metapopulations, with small 
habitat patches supporting subpopulations that require occasional migrants to be maintained (F#anski 
~ Gilpin, 2001 }. In these rnetapopulations, the patches must be large enough and provide the correct 
environment and resources to support the species of interest, and they must be close enough to other 
patches of sufficient size and quality to ensure a source of migrants (Hanski ~ Gilpin, 2001). The 
exact patch and landscape characteristics required to support subpopulations within a 
rnetapopulatian differ by species, but often there are commonalities between similar species' needs. 
Many butterfly and moth species have been the subjects of studies that have investigated the 
patch habitat requirements and landscape configurations needed to support metapopulations. The 
idea that in most lepidopteran metapopulations, larger patches that are closer together are more likely 
to be occupied and are more likely to receive migrants, compared to Smaller and more dispersed 
patches, is well-established (for example, Hanski et af., 199 ; Hill et al., 1996; i~ieminen, 1996; 
Brommer &Fred, 1999}. Likewise, the idea that in mainland-island populations, islands or patches 
that are closer to the stable mainland population are more likely to receive migrants than those 
located farther away is well-accepted (l~ieminen &Hanski, 1998). In mark-recapture studies, Pyror~ia 
tifho~us, fUlar~iola jurti~aa, Hesperia cornea, and Parnassius apc~llo butterflies have been observed 
moving mare than 1 km {Dover et al., 1992; Hill et al., 1996; Brommer &Fred, 1999}, and Solaria 
aquilanaris butterflies have moved up to 13 km (Baguette, 2003} bettiveen patches. l~fiost distances 
moved were typically much lovyer at about 50 m far Hesperia comma {Hill et al., 1996), 260 m in 
Pyronia tithonus, and 400 m in ~laniola jurtina (Dover et al., 1992). in similar studies of moths, 
including Choristoneura, Operophtera, Callirnarpha, Tyria, Lymantria, Paracolax, ~?usina, Hydraecia, 
Archanara, Spoa+optera, Diarsia, and Heliofhis species, distances moved ranged from maximums of 
15G m to 5.8 km, and typically were below 2 km, while average distances moved were typically less 
than 100 m, although few moths were recaptured in many studies (summarized by l~ieminen, 1996}. 
l~~oths that are strong fliers or are oligophagous move longer distances than moths that are weak 
fliers or are polyphagous, when accounting for moth site (~lieminen, 1996; ~Vieminen &Hanski, 
1998} 
Several studies have found that butterflies and moths are more likely to occupy a patch if the 
host plants are more robust. hatches with larger numbers of host plants and larger host plants are 
more likely to be occupied (11~enendez &Thomas, 2000; batter &Roland, 2002; fi~enendez et al. 
2002). Similarly, patches with more nectar flowers are more likely to be occupied (Dover et al., '1992; 
Brommer &Fred, 1999; batter ~ Roland, 2002}. The sun exposure of the patch, measured by 
aspect, was also found to be an important positive predictor of occupancy in some cases 
(Ravenscroft & ~'oung, 1996; Forare t~ Solbreck, 1997}. 
~Cnowledge of the patch and landscape characteristics required to support populations of rare 
species are of particular interest. The phlox moth (Schinia Indiana, ~loctuidae} is a rare, cryptic moth 
that was first described in 1908 in Indiana (Flardwick, 1958}. Since its discovery, it has been found in 
~rk~nsas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, lvlichigan, liAinnesota, l~ebraska, Borth Carolina, Texas, and 
Wisconsin (Forbes, 1954; Hardwick, 1958; Balogh, 1987; Swengel ~ Swengel, 19►99}. Historically, 
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populations of the moth probably occurred throughout the range of its only host-plant, downy phlox 
(Phlox pilosa L., Polemoniaceae). Phlox occurs from the Atlantic coast west through the tallgrass 
prairie region in the I~SA, (Newcomb, 1977). Currently, phlox moth populations are known to exist in 
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin (Swengel &Swengel, 1999). It is fisted as an endangered 
Species !ii Michigan (Michigan iNatural Features Inventory, 2006), a species of special concern in 
Minnesota (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 2006), and an endangered species in 
Wisconsin (Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, 2006). 
One of the reasons that the phlox moth is so rare is that its Life cycle is tied very closely to 
downy phlox (Hardwick, 1996; Swengel ~ Swengel, 1999). Phlox primarily inhabits prairies and 
savannas, two very rare habitats. Phlox also frequently can be found growing along roadsides, both 
in the mowed rights-of-way, and a short distance into bordering woodlands. Roadside patches of 
phlox may be mowed during spring, removing the buds, flowers, and seeds #hat the moths depend on 
(Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, 1999). 
The adults emerge during late May and early June in Wisconsin, as phlox begins to bloom. 
They have multi-toned pink to violet wings and pale green hirsute heads and bodies, v~hich gives 
them a very similar appearance to the phlox flowers and buds. When the temperature is below 16°C, 
and at night, the moths roost on phlox flowers, and occasionally buds, apparently depending on their 
camouflage to protect them frorr~ predators. When the temperature is above 16°C, the diurnal adults 
are able to take flight. These strong fliers spend the daytime hours mating, feeding on nectar (phlox 
and possibly other species}, and if they are females, ovipositing. The females lay their eggs singly 
inside the sepals of flower buds. When the larvae hatch about a week later, they burrow into the 
flower buds, seal themselves inside, and feed on the buds. As the phlox goes to seed, the larvae 
begin to feed on the seeds as well. About three weeks later, the larvae are ready to pupate. They 
burrow into the soil, pupate, and remain as pupae until the following spring. (Hardwick, 1958; 
Hardwick, 1996; Swengel &Swengel, 1999) 
One of the largest known populations of the moth occurs at the Fort McCoy Military 
2 Installation in west-central Wisconsin (Kirk, 1996). Fort McCoy encompasses about 243 km , 
comprised primarily of oak and pine woodlands, oak savannas, prairies, and marshes (Fort McCoy 
Public Affairs Office, 2006}. Scattered throughout the Fort, primarily along roadsides, are more than 
300 known patches of downy phlox, ranging in size from a few stems to 3 ha (Kirk, 1996}. Since 
1994, when the Mature Conservancy began mapping roadside phlox patches, ph{ox moths have been 
found at approximately 10% of the patches (Kirk, 1995; Wilder, 1999-2004; Wilder, pers. comet.). 
Phlox moth conservation efforts at Fort McCoy primarily involve monitoring the occupancy status of 
phlox patches, restoring oak savanna habitats, mitigating habitat loss, and protecting roadside 
patches from spring and early summer mowing (Wilder, pers. comet.). 
However, conservation efforts are hampered by lack of information (Wisconsin Department of 
[Natural Resources, 1999). In particular, the rarity of the moths has not been adequately quantified. 
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Only a few populations of moths have been found in each state, but many phlox patches have not 
been searched for moths, particularly those on private land, and few searches have been conducted 
in states other than 1~lichigan, llltinnesota, and Wisconsin (Wisconsin iDepartment of Natural 
Resources, ~ 990; Michigan Natural Features lnventor~~, 2006; il~innesota department of Natural 
Resources, 2006}. Knovv)edge of the characteristics related to patch occupancy is important to 
directing search efforts in new regions. Additionally, phlox moth searches are tedious (Swengel & 
Swengel, 1999). Therefore, the purpose of this study was two-fold. The f rst objective was to 
examine many potentially important patch- and landscape-level characteristics to determine which 
characteristics are most important to patch occupancy by the phlox moth. This information will aid in 
conservation efforts and the location of new populations. The second objective was to compare the 
roosting sites of the moth with non-roosting sites to determine whether moths are more likely to be 
found in certain areas within a patch. This information will allow future researchers and managers to 
have increased search efficiency. 
nAeth®~~ 
PATCH OCCUPANCY AND ROOSTING SITE ,STUDIES 
O ver~ie vW 
This project is divided into two smaller projects. The first is an assessment of the local and 
landscape habitat variables that are related to the occupancy of a patch by the phlox moth, and is 
referred to as the Patch Occupancy Study. The second is an assessment of roosting site selection by 
the moth and is referred to as the Roosting Site Study. The data collection for both sub-projects 
occurred simultaneously, and some of the same data were used for both projects; therefore, the data 
collection methods for both projects are preser~#ed concurrently in the text. 
The Patch Occupancy Study was designed to assess the importance of local and landscape 
variables in predicting patch occupancy by the phlox math, while controlling for variables related to 
moth detection probabilities, such as weather conditions. Program PRESENCE (l'~IacKenzie &Hines, 
2002}, based on logistic regression principles, along with standard stepwise and best-subsets 
regression procedures, were used to build candidate models. The models were evaluated using chi-
square improvement and lack-of-fit tests, assessment of residuals, and prediction error using the 
training set-test set approach. The role of time-constant local and landscape variables in predicting 
patch occupancy and the role of time-varying and control variables in predicting detection probability 
were quantified. 
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The Roosting Site Study was designed to compare roosting sites (phlox sterns) selected by 
moths to randomly seiected roosting sites in the sanne patch. A paired I~A~®~/A followed by t-tests 
of significant variables were used to assess and quantify differences between moth-selected and 
ranc~ml}o seiected stems. 
Patch Selection 
during 1994- i 996, Katherine Kirk of the mature Conservancy mapped ail downy phlox 
populations visible from all roads and trails traversable by a two-wheel drive vehicle on the Fort 
McCoy Ivlilitary Reservation in Wisconsin (Kirk, 1996}. A list of patches to be surveyed in the current 
study was generated from Kirk's list of phlox patches, including the unnamed patches of less than 
100 stems. To generate the fist, first, all unnamed patches and all sub-patches that Kirk mapped as a 
single patch were given individual patch names. Then, all patches south of interstate Highway 90 
were excluded as inaccessible due to the placement of nearby firing ranges, and ail patches within 
0.5 km of Interstate Highway 90, the Fort boundary, or the ~lorth impact Area were excluded to help 
ensure that the nearest neighboring patch of each survey patch would be accessible. The excluded 
patches were excluded from use as focal patches, but could be included in the study as nearest 
neighboring patches or as part of the total patch area surround'sng each focal patch. 
The remaining patches were randoml~,~ assigned to one of 3 groups: the training group, the 
test group, and the extra-patches group. The training group was used to build the models and the 
independent test data were used to assess the models' prediction accuracy. Training set-test set 
methods are generally recognized as more robust methods of model selection than jackknife or 
leave-one-out methods (1~ittinghoff et al., 2004). Training set-test set methods are Less likely to result 
in the selection of a model that is over-fit to the dataset and less easily generalized (~ittinghoff et af., 
2004). The extra patches group was necessary in the event that a patch rio longer existed or was 
inaccessible due to military training; in either event, the nearest patch on the list of extra patches was 
substituted for the seiected patch. it was possible for patches in the training set to be nearest 
neighbors with patches in the test set, and vice versa. 
The patches in the training group ~~~ere further randomly divided into subgroups, with half the 
patches scheduled to be surveyed 3 times and the other half 1 tune, with each patch-survey 
combination assigned to 1 of 6 weeks. Six weeks is the maximum-recorded length of the flight period 
(Swenge~ ~ Swengel, 1999). Patches with 3 surveys were randomly assigned to the following 
schedules (each digit indicates a week): 1-2-4, 1-2-5, 1-3-4, 1-3-6, 1-4-5, 1-4-6, 2-3-5, 2-3-6, 2~-4-5, 
2-5-6, 3-4-6, or 3-5-6. Ali test patches were scheduled to be surveyed 3 times, and were randomly 
assigned to the following schedules: 1-2-4, 1-3-5, 1-4-5, 2-3-6, 2-4--6, or 3-5-6. Some of the survey 
schedules for patches in the training set and in the test set were the same; some were not. The set 
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of survey schedules used for the training data and for the test data ensured that patches were not 
surveyed in 3 successive weeks, so that variability across the season would be sampled in each 
patch, and that all weeks were assigned equal numbers of patches. The patch-week combinations 
are important to the parameter estimation process, which will be explained below, while the patch-
survey schedule combinations are not important. Within each week, the patches were divided into 
regionally proximal groups, so that 8 surveys were scheduled each day. Grouping the sites randomly 
would have made travel between sites on a given day logistically unfeasible. Successive surveys of 
the same patch and the same region were scheduled on the same day of following weeks, because 
the adult moths of many small species live about one week (Himmelman 2002 ~ Winter, 2000), and 
changes in the probability of detection between weeks, rather than within weeks, was of interest. If a 
given patch was surveyed more than once in a particular week, the survey results for that week would 
be biased slightly tov+rards the results of the surveys of that patch. Therefore, if multiple patches were 
surveyed more than once, the results could be highly skewed. 
Meld Data 
Moth detection-nondetection surveys for the training dataset began on 27 N1ay 2005, the day 
after adult moths were first observed during the season. Surveying Started about 2 weeks later than 
in typical years, in which surveys can be conducted during the third week of Nday (Wilder, 1999-2004; 
Vvilder pets. Comm.), because the late April and early to mid-Ivlay weather was about 5°C cooler than 
normal (weather Underground, 2006) and the phlox emerged late. Surveys were not conducted 
before adc.alt moths were known to have emerged to avoid violating the closed-season assumption of 
Program PRESENCE, which will be discussed in greater detail below. The assumption requires that 
the species of interest is available to be surveyed throughout the sampling period. If there are 
surveys during which the species cannot be found, due to migration, hibernation, etc., the estimates 
of detection probability, and the mode) as a whole, will be inaccurate. Surveying continued through 
22 June 2005, during which the weather was about 5°C warmer than normal (Weather Underground, 
2006} and Trost phlox plants lost all their blooms. Because of the weather conditions during the 
actual survey period, which also included awarmer-than-typical week 2 and 5 cm less precipitation 
than normal, fewer surveys than planned were comple#ed. The 3 1/2 week survey period included 
data collected at 13~ training set patches and 32 test set patches. Qf the surveyed patches, only 121 
training patches (87 surveyed once and 34 surveyed twice} and 30 test patches (22 surveyed once 
and 8 surveyed twice} were used for analyses because 1 } 6 surveys were completed when 
temperatures were too high, and 2} no moths were found during week 4, violating the closed season 
assumption of Program PRESENCE, so all week 4 surveys (19-22 June) were excluded. 
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Surveys were conducted each day beginning at 05:00 (when it was light enough to conduct 
surveys) and continuing until the temperature reached 16°c in the shade or until ail 8 surveys 
scheduled for that day were completed. Kirk (1996) and Swengel and Swengei (1999) showed that 
adult phlox moths remain inactive, resting on phlox biossorns, in the mornings when the temperature 
is below 16°C, and are consequently available to be surveyed. Surveys for phlox moths Cann©t be 
conducted above 16°c because the moths are extremely swift fliers, and are rarely identifiable in 
flight. !f a sunoey was not completed on its scheduled day due to high temperatures, it was surveyed 
as soon as possible, but not within 6 days {including the survey day} of a previous or upcoming 
survey. Although cloud cover and precipitation were known to have an effect on detection 
probabilities, they were recorded as control variables, rather than used as survey constrainfs, so that 
surveys could be conducted on a majority of days. vvind speed was recorded during each survey, 
however, no prior evidence has been collected that would indicate that moths are more or less active 
during windy conditions; therefore, it was collected as a control variable and not used as a 
precondition for surveying. All phlox blooms on up to 50Q~ flowering stems, or ail the stems in a patch 
if there were fewer than 500 flowering, were searched far adult moths. Searching stopped when 500 
stems were searched or a moth was found. Only 500 stems were searched because searching all 
stems would take most of the day for very large patches, and 500 was estimated to be a reasonable 
number to survey in half an hour, allowing 8 surveys to be completed each morning. The proportion 
of stems surveyed was estimated and was used as a control variable in PI~BSB~lcE. Patches were 
generally somewhat long and narrow, because they frequently parallel roadwa~rs, so searching began 
at either end or the center of each patch. The starting location was determined randomly, and 
different starting locations were used for each successive survey. 
Por each moth survey, the following data were recorded: patch name (1994-1996 training 
area, patch name with modifications detailed above, and 2005 training area), observers, date, start 
time, stop time, number of stems searched (using aclick-counter) and whether all stems in the patch 
were surveyed, temperature tat stop time}, wind speed tmis), cloud cover percentage tto the nearest 
25%), precipitation {none, drizzle, rain, earlier in day, or last night), and number of moths found 
(Table 1 & Appendices A ~ B). If moths were found, the following data als© were recorded for the 
specific stem where the moth was found: stem number, canopy cover (number of cells on a spherical 
densi®meter with more than 50°lo canopy cover, converted t® canopy cover percentage), cloudy day, 
stem in sun, or stem in shade, number of blooms, number of buds, approximate stem spacing 
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(m /stem by estimating the Theissen polygon surrounding the stem [the area surrounding a point that 
is closer to the point than to any surrounding points]), percent of stems flowering nearby (of 10 
nearest ster~~s), and distance to patch edge (m} {Table 1 ~ Appendices A ~ B}. 
Detection-nondetection surveys for the test dataset began on 27 May 2005. Three surveys 
each day, rather than 8 as for the training data, were carried out by members of the seasons! 
endang-eyed species crew at Port iVlccoy between 05:00 and 07:30, when the temperature was below 
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16°C. To avoid observer bias in data cofiection, different crew members were scheduled to survey 
the same patch during successive surveys. Unlike the training dataset, all flowering phlox stems in 
the patch were searched for adult moths, not just the f rst X00 stems, otherwise the methods were the 
same. A11 sterns were searched beca~:se the purpose of the test data was to conf rm presence if 
possible. For each survey, the same data as for the training dataset were recorded, with the 
exception that the number of stems searched was not recorded because the proportion of the site 
surveyed was 100%, and did not need to be estimated, and variables related to the specific stem 
where the moth was found were not recorded to avoid introducing observer bias into a small dataset 
(Table 1 & Appendices A & g}. 
within ~ days of each moth survey, the following patch data were recorded: patch type 
(open grassland, woodland, savanna, woodiandlgrassland edge, or grassland corridor through 
woodland), aspect (direction from which the patch receives the most sunlight), bordering road type 
(none, two-track, sand, gravel, seal-coated gravel, or paved, more than one road type could be 
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recorded), survey date, approximate stem spacing (m /stem by estimating the average Theissen 
polygon surrounding stems), the number of blooms and the number of buds on 10 stems, and the 
canopy cover percentage (using a spherical densiometer) above 10 stems (Table 1 &Appendices A 
~ B). canopy cover data were recorded as the number of cells on the densiometer (out of 24) with 
greater than 50% canopy cover, and was converted to canopy cover percentage. 1=or the latter 3 
variables, an approximate survey grid of 1 o survey points was calculated based on the length and 
width of each patch as measured by pacing, the grid was paced out through the patch, and at each 
point, the blooms and buds on the nearest stem were counted and canopy cover was measured. If 
there were fewer than 10 stems in a patch, the number of blooms and buds and the canopy cover 
above ail stems were recorded. The averages and standard deviations of the number of blooms, 
number of buds, and canopy cover v~rere then calculated. batch size, approximate stem spacing, and 
number of stems searched were used to estimate the proportion of the patch that was surveyed. The 
total number of stems in the patcl^~ was estimated by multiplying patch size by stem spacing, and the 
proportion surveyed was estimated as the number searched divided by the estimated total number of 
stems. l~ext, the nearest neighboring patch was found and was identified as one of Kirk's patches or 
was given a new name. IVew patches were named for the 1994-1996 military training area in which 
they were found. The patches were assigned levers in alphabetical order as they were found, 
starting with the next patch letter available in the training area. For each of the nearest neighboring 
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patches, patch name, stem spacing (m , by releve} and percentage of stems flowering (to the nearest 
10%, by releve) were recorded (Table 1 ~ Appendices A ~ B). 
Two of the categoriea! variables were re-categorized to better reflect their relationships to 
moth presence (Appendix B}. The 8 aspect categories were regrouped into two categories: patches 
facing the sun while surveys were being conducted (east through southwest), and patches facing 
away (west through northeast}, to better reflect differences in microclimate. The road types were 
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grouped into 3 categories: dusty gravel roads, formerly dusty (pre-2002} sealcoated roads, and non-
gravel roads. The categories reflect decreasing effects of roadside dust, respectively. Gravel roads 
may cause phlox patches to be dusty and uninhabitable, sealcoated roads may be in a state of 
recolonization, while non-gravel roads would be unaffected. 
Each patch and its nearest neighbor were mapped by hand on 1:10,000 scale orthophotos. 
Gaps of at least 10 m between phlox stems were used to delineate individual patches. Ten meters 
was a large enough gap to be mapped on the orthophotos, and seemed to be a natural break 
between most patches. The distance between each patch and its nearest neighbor was measured by 
hand to the nearest 10 rn, using the maps {Table 1 ~ Appendices A & B). 
Several missing values, errors, and inconsistencies were found in the dataset. Imputations 
and related explanations were reported only for data used in analyses. No survey had more than 1 
value imputed. Also, no moths were found during any survey for which variable values were imputed. 
Because moths were not found during a r~najority of surveys (138 of 155 surveys), it 'rs unlikely that the 
imputed values affected the results of the study. Several minutes were subtracted from the start or 
stop times of 3 surveys. Two wind speed values were missing far the week 1 surveys of patches 
B15C and At~MOC3. No other surveys were conducted that day, so the missing values were 
imputed as 0 m/s, the most common wind speed recorded during the survey period {$5% of the wind 
speeds recorded were 0 mis). Also, wind speeds recorded that day at the Sparta-Fort McCoy airport 
averaged 0 m/s, with occasions! gusts averaging 0.7 m/s (V~eather Underground, 2006). 
P~4 TC~ OCCUPAIVGY STUD ~' 
G/S Data 
The patches mapped on the orthophotos and the patches mapped by Kirk (1996) on Fort 
McCoy road reaps were digitized using ArcGIS 9 (ESRI, 200) into 2 separate shapefiles (.shp). The 
shapefiles were used to calculate patch area, area of the nearest patch, the total area of phlox 
patches in a 0.~ km radius, and the distance to the nearest previously occupied patch for each focal 
patch (Appendix B}. The area of each patch and the area of its nearest neighbor were calculated 
automatically by ArcGiS. 
The total area of ail patches within a 0.5 km radius of each focal patch, but not including the 
area of the focal patch, were calculated as follows: the center point of each focal patch was 
determined by using the centroid function in ArcGiS, constraining the center to fail within the patch 
boundary, because some of the patches were concave (for example a long linear patch along a road 
turning a corner at an intersection). The differences between the centroids constrained to be within 
patch boundaries and those not so constrained were all less than 50 m. Then, the 1994-1990 and 
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2005 total patch areas within 0.5 km were calculated as the total areas of ail 1994-1996 mapped and 
2005 mapped patches within 0.5 km of each centroid minus the area of the central or focal patch, 
respectively. Ahalf-kilometer radius was used because many butterflies and moths are known to be 
able to fly 1 km between patches, but on average move about 1/3 of that distance (®over et al., 1992; 
Hill et al., 1996; IVieminen, 1996; Sror~mer ~ Fred, 1999), so 0.5 km was decided on as a reasonable 
distance that would include patches within range of a majority of individuals in each patch, and 
therefore potentially reflective of the largest home range size of the moths. Finally, the average total 
patch area in a 0.5 km radius was Calculated by averaging the areas of the 1994-1996 and 2005 
mapped patches within 0.5 km of the patch centroid. The average was used because not all patches 
mapped in 1994-1996 were mapped in 2005, and most patches were similar in size and shape when 
mapped in 1994-1996 and 2005, so using the average of the total patch areas within 0.5 km helped to 
account for the area of patches unmapped in 2005. Ideally, the area of patches mapped in 1994-
1996, but not mapped in 2005, would have been added to the area of patches mapped in 2005, in the 
0.5 km radius. Unfortunately, there was no way to do this using the GIs software available, and 
computing these numbers by hand would have been extremely time-consuming and error-prune. 
Finally, the distance from each focal patch to the nearest patch in which the moth's presence 
was confirmed at least once between 1994 and 2004 was determined. To calculate the distance to 
the nearest previously occupied patch, moth detection-nondetection data for surveys conducted 
between 1997 and 2004 were obtained from Tim Milder, head of the endangered species program at 
Fort McCoy (Milder, 1999-2004, Milder pars. Comm.). (~eBruyne participated in the 2001-2003 
surveys as a member of the Forfi McCoy endangered species crew.) The 1997-2004 data had been 
Collected in a manner similar to the data collected for this study, by searching all phlox stems in each 
patch for adult moths between 07:00 and the time at which the temperature reached 16°C, however, 
cloudy and rainy mornings were favored for conducting these surveys. in ArcG1S, each patch 
mapped in 1994-1996 was classified into 1 of 3 categories: moths found, moths not found, or patch 
not surveyed during 1994-2004. The centroid of each 1994-1996 patch in which moths had been 
found was determined (again, constrained to lie within the patch}. Then, the distance from the 
centroid of each focal patch to the centroid of the nearest 1994-1996 patch where moths had been 
f®und between 1994-2004 was calculated. 
Preliminary ~r~algeses 
Most of the preliminary analyses for the Patch Gccupancy Study were carried out using JMP 
6.0.0 (S,~S institute, Inc., 2005). Mhen an analysis was not conducted in JMP, the program that was 
used was noted in the text. 
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A,s a rule of thumb, logistic regression analyses, in order to be valid, require at least 5 
observations per combination of categorical predictor variables (Glantz ~ Blinker, 1990; Vittinghoff et 
al., 2005). The variable patch type contained fewer than 20 patches per category for the woods, 
edge, open, and savanna categories, with only 5 observations for the open and savanna categories. 
However, patch type and canopy cover appeared to be associated with one another. A one-way 
analysis of variance revealed that patch type categories could be distinguished from one another 
based on canopy cover (F=11.9, p<0.0001). In the analysis, average canopy cover values for 
multiple surveys of a single patch were weighted according to how many surveys had been 
conducted at the patch. The Tukey-t4ramer l-lonestly Significant difference (HST) test was used to 
compare pairs of categories (Table 2). Open patches were significantly different from all other patch 
types. Savanna and edge habitats could not be distinguished from one another based on canopy 
cover. Likewise, edge, grass corridor, and wooded habitats, could not be distinguished. After 
considering the partially significant pattern of increasing canopy cover through the 5 categories, the 
low number of observations per category, and the subjectivity involved in classifying patches by patch 
type, patch type was eliminated from the list of variables being considered in the analyses. Canopy 
cover was not a perfect surrogate, but was more objective than patch type. 
Two variables, cloud cover and precipitation, had few or no observations for rriany categories 
when examined together in bivariate space (1=figure '! ). Visually, the variables appeared to be 
associated, but the association between the 2 variables could not be tested because there were too 
few observations per cell in the contingency table. The apparent association was an obvious result of 
the dependence of rain on cloud cover. To remedy the problems, cloud cover percentage and 
precipitation were collapsed into a single variable with 3 categories: no rain within 12 hours prior to 
the survey stop time and 0 to 50% cloud cover (sunny and dry), no rain within 7 2 hours prior to the 
survey stop time and 75% or greater cloud cover (cloudy and dry}, and rain within ~ 2 hours prior to 
the survey stop time (cloudy end wet}. There were no surveys for which rain occurred within 12 hours 
prior to the stop time and the cloud cover percentage was less than 75%. The middle category, 50% 
cloud cover, was assigned to the sunny and dry category because there were no surveys with 50% 
cloud cover in the cloudy and wet category. 
lVlultiple logistic regression analyses require that only a few assumptions about the data hold 
true. One assumption is that the continuous predictor variables do not contain extreme outliers 
(Vittinghoff et al., 2004). Extreme outliers can result in biased or inestimable model coefficients 
(Vi~ringhoff et a~., 2004}. Several of the patch variables -patch size, nearest patch size, distance to 
nearest patch, total patch area in a 0.5 krn radius, distance to the nearest previously Qccupied patch, 
and wind speed -contained several large outliers (the variables were right-skewed}. Each of these 
variables was log ~ p-transformed (Table ~). The transformations reduced the number of outliers and 
shortened the tails of the univariate distributions. Although transformed variables are more difficult to 
interpret, trial runs of Program PI~ESEI'~CE using the un-transformed variables indicated that 
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transformation was necessary; in the models that were fit using un-transformed variables, the 
coefficients were either inestimable or obviously erroneous. However, the coefficient for wind speed 
was inestimable by PRESENCE, regardless of any transformations used to reduce the number of 
outliers, so wind speed was not included in the analyses. There were 31 surveys with wind speeds 
greater than 0 mis, nnost of which were recorded on days with highly variable, gusty winds. As a 
result, wind speed was highly right-skewed. Examination of the data revealed that about 20% of the 
surveys had wind speeds greater than 0 m/s and about 20% of the moths were found when the wind 
speeds were greater than 0 m/s, so it is unlikely that there was a strong relationship between wind 
speed and moth detection probability. 
Another important assumption is that the outcomes are independent of one another 
(Vittinghoff et al., 2005). The biggest threat to the validity of this assumption in the phlox moth data 
was spatial autocorreiation among the outcomes. To assess spatia! autocorrelation, the spatial 
distribution of detections and nondetections was examined using the spatial autocorrelation tool in 
ArcGIS 9. This tool statistically tested the data for spatial clustering or spatial dispersion using 
f~lorans I test. 
A third important assumption related to the phlox moth dataset was that no muiticollinearity 
existed between the predictors (Glantz &Slinker, 1990; Vifitinghoff et al., 2005). Potential 
multicoliinearities were examined both before and after the logistic regression (Glantz &Slinker, 
1990), and checks for multicollinearity are discussed here and in the following section. To screen for 
r~nulticoilinearit~,,~, the correlation matrix of continuous predictor variables was examined for the 
dataset, subsetted by week. Correlations above o.7 indicate potential multicollinearity (Glantz & 
Slinker, 1990}. Regressions of each variable against all other variables also can be used to check for 
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multicollinearity. Regressions with R values greater than 0.9 indicate probable multicollinearity 
(Glantz &Slinker, 1990). Because the proportion of stems surveyed was calculated from 3 other 
variables -patch size, number of sterns searched, and stem spacing -the proportion surveyed was 
regressed against the other remaining variables to check for rnulticollinearity. If the correlations or 
the regression indicated multicollinearity between 2 variables, the variable of less interest or 
importance to the study was eliminated. The associations involving categorical variables were 
investigated using graphical methods, and were assessed using contingency tables and ANQVA's. 
Logistic Regression anr~ 11~odel Selection 
The relationship between the predictor variables and the outcome variable was assessed 
using the multiple logistic regression techniques in Program PRESENCE, which was developed by 
the U.S. Geological Survey (Hines, 2005). PRESENCE eras developed to assess the probability of 
patch occupancy given imperfect detection of a species during multiple survey occasions throughout 
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a single or multiple seasons. if a species is present, it either can be detected or undetected during a 
given survey. If undetected, the species either was not present or was present but not detected. The 
aim of most presence-absence surveys is to determine if the species is using the patch. Studies 
which assume that undetected and absent are equivalent terms will underestimate the actual 
proportion of patches occupied. in order to correctly estimate the proportion of patches occupied, 
detection probability must be accounted for, To this end, the models in P1~ESEi~CE are divided into 
2 parts: the probability that a patch is occupied (4') and the probability that an anima! is detected (p}. 
Each of these probabilities can be related to ccvariates. The occupancy probability is related to time-
constant covariates, and the detection probability is related to time-varyin covariates. Each 
probab~l~ty is related to its covariates via the logit Ink f ~ or p 1 /(1 exp 0 ~ ), where Ro is the 
intercept, R are the estimated coefficients for each variable, and ~; are the values of each variable}. 
lasing ~ and p, the probability of a given result (1 or 0) for a particular survey, or the probability of a 
patch history (e.g. 1-0-0-1) can be calculated using a series of probabilistic arguments, which are 
detailed in I'~acKen~ie et al. (2002}. The probability that a patch is occupied is calculated as the 
estimated probability that the patch is occupied (~) times the product of the probabilities of detecting 
(p) or not detecting (1-p) the animal during each successive survey, and the probability that a patch is 
not occupied is the estimated probability that the patch is occupied (~) times the product of the 
probabilities of not detecting (1-p) the animal during each successive survey, plus the estimated 
probability that the patch is not occupied. So, for example, if there were 3 surveys of a patch, and the 
animal ~►•as detected only during the first survey, the probability argument would be: ~*p*(1-p}*(1-p}, 
and if the animal was not detected during any survey, the probability argument would be ~4~~(1-p)*(1-
p)*(1-p}}+(1- ~}. (~11acKenzie e~ a~., 2©OZ} 
for each model, the estimated coefficients for each variable represent the change in log 
odds of moths being found associated with a 1-unit increase in the variable, while holding all other 
variables constant. The coefficient for the intercept represents the baseline log odds, i.e. the log odds 
for observations in the baseline categories of categorical variables (for example, sunny and dry was 
coded as o, the baseline category for the cloud cover and precipitation variable). V'Vhen no 
categorical predictors are included, the coefficient for the intercept necessarily becomes 0, because 
the log odds must be 0 when all of the continuous predictors in the model are 0 (Hawkins, 1980). 
Vvhen the baseline is 0, comparisons of different values of one variable are made when holding ail 
other variables constant at their mean values. To be interpretable, the log odds are converted into 
odds ratios by raising a to the power of the coefficient. The odds ratio is the change in the odds (for 
example 3:1) of moths being found associated with a 1-unit increase in the predictor variable, 
calculated as the predicted probability divided by 1 minus the predicted probability. Or, for the 
intercept, the odds ratio is the baseline odds that moths will be found. Because some of the variables 
were logl,g transformed, the interpretation of coefificients is more complicated. Eor these variables, 
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the odds ratio is the change in the probability of moths being found associated with, in this case, a 
patch that is 10 times larger or less distant, white holding all other variables constant. 
In addition to the estimated variable coeffcients, the program output includes the naive 
Estimate of the proportion of patches occupied, the estimated proportion of patches occupied, and the 
detection probability for each sampling period. The naive estimate of the proportion of patches 
occupied is the proportion of patches where moths were found during at least one survey, and does 
not take into account detection probabilities of less than one. The program also provides the model 
likelihood estimate to assist in determining the best model. (~Ilac~Cenzie et ai., 2002) 
This project used the single season model vvith site (time--constant) and sample (time-
varying) covariates. Each survey week was considered a separate sampling period for the phlox 
moth data because detection probabilities were expected to be fairly constant within a week. This 
expectation v~ras based on the knowledge that many adult moths of different species live for about a 
week (hinter, 2000; Hiri~meiman, 2002}, and peak abundances occur immediately after phlox begins 
to bloom (Swengel ~ Swengel, ~ 999). Successive weeks are expected to have fewer adult moths 
present, and therefore, each successive survey of a given patch should have a lower probability of 
detecting moths and concluding that the patch is occupied. Using days as separate sampling periods 
would be ideal, but it was not feasible to sample enough sites each day for a viable analysis. 
The categorical predictors with more than 2 categories, cloud cover and precipitation, and 
road type, were coded as ordinal variables, rather than using dummy variables. Coding the 
categories with dummy variables vrould have resulted in an additional variable being added to the 
model for each category beyond the second category (the first category is represented by the 
baseline probability of occupancy or detection). Due to the low number of detections and therefore, 
f®w number of estimable coefficients, this was not ideal. Coding the variables as ordinal makes the 
assumptions that the categories are ordered and each category is one unit greater than the previous 
category, which is only approximately true, but the ordinal coding allowed for the estimation of fewer 
coefficients compared to using dummy variables. For cloud cover and precipitatian, the categories 
are clearly ordered, both in terms of biology and the ratios of detections to nondetections per 
category; there was the smallest ratio of detections to nondetections for surveys conducted during 
sunny and dry conditions and the largest ratio for surveys conducted during cloudy and wet 
conditions. Likewise, for road type, the categories are ordered; previously dusty but now sealcoated 
roads come between dusty gravel roads and never dusty road types. However, the ratio of detections 
to nondetec#ions was the smallest for surveys along gravel roads and greatest for surveys along 
sealcoated roads, so gravel was coded as 0, non-gravel was coded as 1, and sealcoated was called 
as 2. 
P~odel selection followed the procedure outlined by Glantz and Stinker (1990, pg. 548-560). 
Frequently, researchers use an ad hoc method of selecting the best model and do not follow a 
specific protocol, primarily because protocols are rarely found in statistics texts, and when they are, 
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they are not able to accomodate the complexities cf most biologics! datasets. The procedure used 
here is designs-d for studies in which there are many predictor variables that may be related to the 
outcome, and the goal is to choose among those variables to determine which are important. 
The procedure is meant for datasets that have many nondetections (0's} relative the number of 
detections (1's}, many variables relative to the number of successes, and potentially complex 
relationships, such as interaction, mediation, and confounding, between predictor variables, control 
variables, and the outcome variable. This procedure was chosen for this study because it v►ras the 
only one found whicfi~ accommodated the complexities and nuances of the dataset, and because 
following an established procedure was deemed favorable to choosing a model ad hoc. (Glantz & 
Blinker, 1990) 
First, the number of variables being considered for inclusion in the final mode! was reduced 
using both forward and backward stepwise regressions. Separate regression procedures were 
carried out for the time-constant and time-varying variables. Vlihen the time-constant variables were 
being tested, the time-varying portion of the mode! was held constant, and vice versa. For the 
regressions, each successive model was fit in PRESENCE, and then the maximum likelihood values 
were exported to Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, 2000). Excel was used to calculate the 
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improvement chi-square associated with adding or removing each variable (Gj =21n(L/L_~), where G~ 
is the improvement chi-square associated with including the variable, L is the likelihood associated 
with the fuller model, and L J is the likelihood associated with the model excluding the variable} 
(Glantz ~ Blinker, 1990}. The improvement chi-square is compared to achi-square distribution with 1 
degree of freedom (Glantz & Slinker, 1990). Both the fo~vard and backward stepwise regression 
procedures used an inclusion or removal criterion of p=0.15. The criterion of p=0.15 was used to help 
ensure that no important variables were excluded (Glantz &Slinker, 1990). The calculated 
improvement chi-square, rather than the z-test (z=b~ls~i, where bi is the coefficient of variable i, and 
sit is its associated standard error}, was used to test the significance of each variable because both 
procedures yield c®mparable results and calculation of the improverr~ent chi-square statistic was 
more straightforward given the output provided by Program PRESENCE. 
Second, a best subsets procedure was used to further reduce the number of variables and 
create a list of candidate models. Glantz and Slinker (1990} advise following the first stepwise 
regressions with another forward and backward stepwise regression process with a more stringent p-
value of 0.05. however, best subsets procedures are generally recognized as being more likely to 
find the best model than stepwise regression procedures, and are preferred when they are passible 
(Glantz ~ Slinker, 1990; Vittinghoff et al., 2004). Because there were only 17 surveys during which 
moths were found (at 2 patches, meths were found twice}, the number of variables that could be 
included in the m©del was fimited, so the best subsets procedure was logistically feasible, and 
therefore the better alternative for finding the best model. ,approximately 5 detections are required 
per variable (Glantz &Slinker, 1990; Vittinghoff et a1., 2004). Since PRESENCE estimates the tir~e-
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constant and time-varying portions of the model separately, the coefficients for a maximum 3 
variables per portion were estimable. All subsets of 6 or fewer variables, with a maximum of 3 
variables per portion of the model, were fitted using PRESENCE. The two best models, based on 
maximum likelihood estimates, with each number of variables were retained for further analyses. 
For the stepwise regression and best subsets procedures, intercept terrns were included in 
both portions of the model. The intercepts were included so that a comparison between models with 
the same number of variables would be a straightforenrard comparison of the maximum likelihood 
values. After the best models were selected, the unneeded intercepts were removed in the interest of 
model parsimony. 
Normally, the next step in the rnodel selection procedure would be to examine interactions. 
The interactions with prior research support or theoretical backing would be investigated. However, 
interactions were not investigated primarily because: 1) there were few detections, limiting the 
number of estimable coefficients, and main effects were deemed the more important purpose of 
modeling and 2) most ®f the variables in this study have not been investigated in prior phlox moth 
studies, so there is little research support for including interactions. 
The overall ability of each model to predict the outcome was assessed by using the likelihood 
ratio test to compare each model to the null . model. The likelihood ratio test is achi-square test, 
calculated by comparing the likelihood values of the fuller and null (intercept-only) models 
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(G =2*In[L/Lp], with k-1 degrees of freedom, where G is the chi-square test statistic, L is the 
likelihood value of the fuller model, Lp is the likelihood value of the null model with only an intercept 
term, and k is the number of estimated parameters}. If a fuller model, compared to the null model 
with only an intercept term, is a significantly better predictor of the outcome, the individual Coefficients 
can be tested for significance. The likelihood ratio test is analogous to the F-test, which compares 
the mean square values of a fuller model and a nut! model. The F-test was not used in this project 
simply because the mean square values are not provided in Program PRESENGE's output. 
To determine which of the models was the best descriptor of the data, several diagnostics 
were run. lJsing the z-test, the significance of each variable in each model was assessed at the 
p=0.05 significance level. Then, each model was assessed for lack of fit using the Hosmer-
Lemeshow goodness of fit chi-square test (Glantz &Blinker, 1990), The Hosmer-Lemeshow 
goodness of fit test was designed for models with many variables, for which a standard goodness of 
ft test would be inappropriate. Goodness of fit tests only provide accurate results when there are 
sufficient numbers of observations per multivariate category (usually a minimum of 5 for most 
categories). The Hosmer-Lemeshow test eliminates the problem of too few observations per 
category by grouping the observations for analysis, so that there are fewer cells in the contingency 
table, and therefore more observations per cell. In the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, the probability of 
success fo~~ each observation is calculated. Then the probabilities are arranged in increasing order 
and divided into "deciles." For the phlox moth data, 3 "decilesn were used due to the low number of 
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successes. In each "decile," the probabilities are summed, and the successes are counted. Finally, 
- 2-  2 /E is calculated com grin the observed and ex ected the chi square statistic {X ~([O-E] ) } p g p 
(summed probabilities) numbers of successes per "decile.n The chi-square statistic is compared to a 
chi-square distribution with g-2 degrees of freedom, where g equals the number of "deciles." 
The final diagnostic used to compare the models was prediction error. The probability of 
presence was calculated for each observation in the test dataset, for each of the best models. To 
calculate the prediction error, the predicted probability of finding a moth was calculated for each patch 
in the test dataset. Then the data were binned so that the 10 patches with the lowest, middle, and 
highest predicted pr©babilities were grouped in 3 bins. Then, the absolute value of the difference 
between the sums of the actual outcomes (1 or 0) and the sums of the predicted probabilities for each 
bin were calculated. Finally, the prediction error for each model was calculated as the sum of the 
differences divided by the number of observations. The best model was expected to include only 
significant variables, have anon--significant lack-of-fit, have the fev~est large residuals, and have the 
lowest prediction error of all the models. 
The models were examined for robustness, using 2 diagnostics. The first diagnostic used 
was an assessment of the standardized residuals of each model. The standardized residual for each 
observation was calculated as the difference between the observed outcome and the predicted 
success probability divided by tl~ie square root of the product of the predicted success probability and 
1 minus the predicted success probability {t~bserved-Predicted/(~1Predicted*[1-Predicted])}. The 
number of residuals greater than 2.58 or less than -2.58 was counted for each model. The residuals 
were expected to follow a normal distribution, where few or no residuals would fall outside the range 
of --2.58 to 2.58, indicating they are outliers at the 0.01 significance level (Vittinghoff et al., 2004}. !n 
addition to indicating poor model fit, large residuals also indicate potentially influential observations, 
which must be examined to determine if they dictate the coefficient estimates. To examine whether 
the observations with large residuals were influential, the observations were removed from the 
dataset, independently for each model, and the models were refitted. Changes in the direction or 
large changes in the magnitude of the coefficients would indicate that the observations are influential. 
The final diagnostic run on each r~odei was apost-hoc check for r~nulticollinearity. The 
coefficient covariance matrix and Standard errors provided by PRESENCE were used to calculate the 
correlation matrix in Excel. Correlations above 0.9 indicated potential multicollinearity. To determine 
if the multicollinearities were causing inaccurate estimation of the model coefficients, the variance 
2 2. inflation factors (VIF) for the variables in question were calculated (VIF=1/[1-R ], where R is the 
regressi®n coefficient of the variable in question against all other variables included in the model). 
VIPs above 10 indicate that problematic multicollinearity exists in the model, and variables should be 
transformed, combined, or deleted. 
After the models were determined to be robust, the role of each variable in predicting the 
outcome was quantified. 
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ROOSTING SITE STUflY 
For each patch where moths were found, one stem was randomly selected from the patch 
dataset Table ~). The number of blooms, number of buds, and canopy cover above that stem were 
paired with the number of blooms, number of buds, and canopy cover above the stern where the 
moth was found. The randomly selected stem data were frorr~ the patch survey that was conducted 
during the same week the moth was f®und. The randomly selected stems were required to have at 
least one bloom, because only stems with blooms had been searched for moths. Data on the 
average stem spacing of the patch and the average flowering percentage (calculated as the number 
of stems with at least one bloom divided by 'i 0, from the .patch data) were paired with the data on the 
stem spacing and flowering percentage of the '10 stems nearest to the stem where the moth was 
found. 
r'reliminary checks for violations of model assumptions were followed by a multivariate 
analysis of variance ~61lIANOVA). Bivariate, univariate, and multivariate graphs of the data revealed 
that the multivariate distributions of the means were approximately normal. Then the covariance 
matrix was examined and revealed that the variances of the variables were not approximately equal; 
the variables were standardized for the analysis. A paired MANOVA was conducted, using 
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Hotelling's T statistic to test if there were differences between the multivariate means of the stems 
with and without moths. 
The MAl'~OVA was followed by one-sided Bonferroni-c®rrected paired t-tests comparing the 
means of each variable between the groups of stems with and without moths. It was possible that 
moths were found more frequently on sterns that had more blooms or buds simply because they were 
choosing a bud at random, and therefore had a higher probability of choosing a stem with more buds. 
A paired t-test was used to determine whether moths were choosing stems with more buds by 
comparing the actual difference between stems with and without moths to the maximum possible 
difference of 6.7 . Another paired t-test was used to determine whether maths were choosing buds at 
random by comparing the actual difference between stems with and without moths to the expected 
difference based on the proportion of buds on the stems with more buds, a difference of 4.~. 
Significant differences between the means were then quantified. 
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Res u Its 
PATCH OCCUPANCY sTUDY 
Oata Collected 
moths were found during 17 of 155 total surveys of 121 patches (34 patches were surveyed 
twice). Moths were found during 2 successive surveys of 2 patches; therefore, moths were found at 
15 of the 121 patches. A total of 27 moths were found during the surveys; 1 or 2 moths were found 
per survey. Details of the locations where maths were found are listed along with the other data 
collected during the surveys and a surtr~mary of the data, including ranges of the data, and the mean 
and median values (Appendix B). 
Prelirninar~ Analyses 
Spatial autocorrelation between the outcomes was not significant in the dataset (!'Vloran's 
1=0.03, z=1.73, p=0.09}. 
There were however, some minor multicollinearity problems. Three rnulticoilinearities were 
found between variables in the dataset, after patch type had been removed and cloud cover and 
precipitation merged into a single category. These multicollinearities were between the average and 
2 
standard deviation of the number of blooms (R =0.79, 0.69, 0.76 for weeks 1, 2, and 3, respectively), 
2 
the average and standard deviation of the number of buds (R =0.76, 0.84, 0.53 for weeks 1, 2, and 3, 
res ectivel and the av ra a and standard deviation of cano cover R2= 1 .7 f p y), e g py ( 0 8 , 0 88, 0 2 or 
weeks 1, 2, and 3, respectively}. The standard deviations were not included in the analyses because 
the averages were of primary interest in this study. The correlations between the other continuous 
variables were all less than 0.5 (Appendix C). The regression of proportion surveyed on patch size, 
2 number of stems searched, and stem spacing also did not indicate multicollinearity (R =0.08, 0.13, 
0.17 for weeks 1, 2, and 3, respectively). 
Logistic f~egression and lilt'odel selection 
The forward and backward stepwise regressions in i+'RESEl~10E, fit to the training data, using 
p=0.15 as the variable addition or removal criterion, resulted in the following 13 variables (of 17 
original variables) being retained in the model: patch size, distance to nearest patch, nearest patch 
size, distance to the nearest previously occupied patch, road type, average number of blooms, 
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average number of buds, percentage of stems flowering in the nearest patch, cloud cover and 
precipitation, stop time, temperature, canopy cover percentage, and proportion surveyed (Table 5). 
The foilouving variables were excluded: stem spacing, stem spacing of the nearest patch, total area 
of patches within a 0.5 km radius, and aspect. The program was unable .to estimate the coefficients 
for aspect, regardless ofi the model, so aspect was removed from the list of variables being 
considered, even th®ugh it signifcantly improved the time-constant portion of the model. The inability 
of PI~ESEI~CE to estimate the coefficient was probably due to a lack of observations for cer#ain 
combinations of aspect with other variables in multivariate space. 
l~ext, the best subsets procedure was used to select the 2 best models with each number of 
variables (Table 6), by comparing the likelihood values of models with the same numbers t~f 
variables. The models compared in the best subsets procedure could have no more than 2 variables 
in the time-constant potion of the model and no more than 3 variables in the time-varying portion of 
the m~adel; including larger numbers of variables resulted in inestimable coefficients. The 2 best 6-
variable models are therefore not presented. 
All 4 of the top models were significantly better predictors of the outcome than the null model, 
according to the likelihood ratio test (Table 6}. The z-tests of the model coefficients revealed that all 
but one of the variables in one cf the models, were significant predictors ofi the outcome (Table 6). 
load type in the first 4-variable model was not significant. 
Ali of the top models included 3 core variables: patch size, average number of buds, and 
cloud cover percentage and precipitation. In the 4-variable models, distance to the nearest previously 
occupied patch or road type was the fourth variable included. In the 5-variable models, the average 
nurr~ber of blooms and either distance to the nearest patch or road type were the additional variables 
included. Dearest patch size, stop time, temperature, percent stems flowering in the nearest patch, 
canopy cover, and proportion surveyed were not included in any of the best models. 
Examination of the standardized residuals indicated that the second 4-variable model was 
better than the others. All of the models had some residuals greater than 2.58 or less than --2.5$ 
(Table 6); the second 4-variable model had only 2 large residuals compared to the first 4-variable 
model with 9 large residuals, the first 5-variable model with 7 large residuals, and the second 5-
variable model with 6 large residuals. There were no changes in the directions (positive or negative) 
of the relationships between the predictors and the outcome and there were no major changes in the 
magnitudes of the coefficients when the models were refitted without the observations with large 
residuals (Table 0), indicating that the observations with large residuals were not responsible for the 
relationships between the predictors and the outcome, and the models were robust. 
Prediction error (Table ~), likewise, indicated that the second 4-variable rr~odel was better 
than the others. Prediction errors ranged from 15.7% to 24.0°l©. 
Gnly one mode! adequately fit the data, according to the Nosmer-Lemeshow Goodness of Fit 
test (Table 6}. The model with adequate ft (i.e. anon-significant lack of fit) was the second 4-variable 
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model. The other models ail were poor fits to the dataset. However, only 213 of the cells in the 
contingency table (8 of 12 cells) for any given mode! contained more than 5 observations. The 
I°~osmer-Lemeshow test assumes that most of the cells contain at least 5 observations, although mast 
is not clearly defined. The results may be somewhat inaccurate, however, all of the other model 
diagnostics offer supporting evidence indicating that the second 4-variable model is the best. 
No problematic multicollinearity was found between variables in any of the 4 best models. All 
correlations between the estimated model coefficients were below 0.9, except the correlation between 
the coefficients of patch size and distance to the nearest previously occupied patch in the second 4-
variable model (Table 7). To determine whether the correlation was problematic, the variable inflation 
factors for patch size and distance to the nearest previously occupied patch were calculated, and 
both were below 10, which is the minimum VIF value that indicates problematic multicollinearity 
2 2 
(patch size R =0.13, VIF=1.1, distance to the nearest previously occupied patch R =0.17, VIF=1.2}. 
~"he Best tVlodels 
There was one model that clearly outperformed the other models: the second 4-variable 
m©del, which included patch size, distance to the nearest previously occupied patch, average number 
of buds, and cloud cover and precipitation. It was the only model that adequately fit the data. It had 
the 1®west number of large residuals and the lowest prediction error of all the models. And, all of the 
included variables were significant predictors of the outcome (although this was also true of two other 
models). The best model estimated that 35% of the patches were occupied, and that detection 
probabilities averaged 13% across the 3 weeks. The naive estimate of the proportion of patches 
occupied was 13%. 
There was no clear distinction between the 3 other best models that would indicate which 
models were the second, third, and fourth best. Rather than presenting each of the 3 "second-best" 
models in detail, the coefficient estimates and predictions of the models were averaged, and the 
a~~erage results are discussed alongside the results for the best model (Table 8 &Table 9). The 
averaging approach is commonly used whan no single model appears better than the others, and 
allows for a generalized interpretation of how each variable affects the outcome ([MacKenzie et al., 
2006 )~ 
The estimated probabilities of occupancy and detection for the second ~-variable (best) 
model, the 3 other top models, and the averaged model were similar (Table 8). The relationships 
between the variables and the outcome in the best model and in the averaged model were somewhat 
less similar (Figure 2). 
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ROOSTING S1 TE STUDY 
' T2 'n icated that there were si nificant differences between the stems where Hotelling s i d g 
T2= .4 F=11 - 2 . Wh n controllin for moths were found and those randomly selected { 73 .23, p 0.000) e g 
multiple comparisons by using a corrected p-value of 0.01, the numbers of buds on stems with moths 
were significantly higher (t=3.33, p=0.002), the canopy cover was significantly lower above stems with 
moths (t=3.33, p=0.002), and the stem spacing around stems with moths was significantly denser 
{t=5.00, p=0.0001 }than stems without moths. The number of blooms and the percentage of stems 
flowering did not significantly differ between the two groups {t=41.32, p=0.10; t=1.27, p=0.11, 
respectively). The results of the t-tests used to determine whether moths were choosing stems with 
more buds or were randomly choosing buds were inconclusive (t = -0.007, p = 0.50; t = -0.95, p = 
0.18; respectively). 
Phlox stems on which moths were found averaged 11.9 buds, while stems without moths 
averaged 7.7 buds. Stems with moths averaged 29.9% canopy cover, while those without moths 
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averaged 53.5% canopy cover. Phlox stems with moths were surrounded by 1.8 stems perm , 
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compared to a patch average of 1.0 stem perm . Phlox stems on which moths were found averaged 
11.3 blooms, while stems without moths averaged 9.2 blooms. Phlox stems with rr~oths were located 
in areas with 62.8% of the stems flowering, compared to an average of 58.3%. (Table 4) 
discussion 
The low number of detections in the dataset did not allow for the assessment of a large 
number of predictor variables. however, the consistently high significance of the three core predictor 
variables in the bes# models indicates that the relationships between the core predictors and the 
outcome are very strong. With so few detections, the statistical tests would not be powerful enough 
to pick out weak relationships or to overfit the dataset. Additionally, the statistics used in the analyses 
were commonly-used epidemiological tests designed for low numbers of detections. 
Additionally, the three core variables were all expected to be among the top predictors of 
math presence or detection, on biological grounds. According to metapopulation and biogeography 
theories, larger patches support larger, more permanent populations {Hanski &Gilpin, 1991); 
theref©re, maths are more likely to be found in larger patches. The total number of buds available in 
a patch contributes to the amount of habitat present. Moths are very closely tied to phlox buds 
because more buds mean more larval food, and eventually more flowers for adult nectar and more 
seeds for larval food (F~ardwick, 1958; Kirk, 1990). Additionally, the moths are camouflaged to look 
like phlox buds or flowers {Swengel ~. Swengel, 1999}, and should be found where more cover exists 
for them to hide in. Cloud cover and precipitation were expected to be important variables because 
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they control, in part, the probability of detection at a patch. Swengel & Swengel (1999) and Kirk 
(1996} found that moths were more likely to be roosting on wet, cloudy days. The data on cloud 
cover and precipitation were collected so that they could be used as control variables in the model, 
and it would have been surprising if they were found to be insignificant. 
Similarly, the non-core set of variables that appeared in at least one of the best models also 
had significant support for their importance in predicting the outcome, due to the low number of 
detections. The repeated appearance ©f two of the non-core variables gives these variables the 
support of consistency. Likewise, the seeming interchangeability of distance to the nearest patch and 
distance to the nearest previously occupied patch, #ends support to the consistency of the model 
results because both variables are similar measures of landscape connectivity. 
The distance to the nearest patch was expected to be an important predictor due to its role in 
metapopulation dynamics. Patches that are closer to other patches have a higher probability of being 
occupied than patches that are widely dispersed (Hanski &Gilpin, 1991 }. Similarly, distance to the 
nearest previously occupied patch was also a reasonable variable to be included (Hanski &Gilpin, 
1991). The endangered species program at Fort lilicCoy requires that each patch be surveyed 3 
times, or until a moth detection occurs, during a single season, and each patch is resurveyed every 
several years (Wilder, pers. Comm.). Patches that are occupied in most years should have a greater 
probability of nnoths being found in a given year than patches which are intermittently occupied. 
According to metapopulation theory, patches that are located close to large, stable populations are 
more likely to have populations sustained or recolonized by immigrants, and are therefore more likely 
to be occupied at any given point in time than patches that are widely dispersed (Hanski &Gilpin, 
1991 }. Therefore, distance to the nearest previously occupied patch probably closely represents 
distance to a stable sub-population. 
The average number of blooms was expected to be an important indicator of the amount of 
habitat available in the patch, similar to the number of buds, mentioned above. Phlox flowers provide 
nectar and cover for adults, and will produce seeds for larval food (Hardwick, 1958; Kirk, 1996}. 
road type was expected to be an important variable if dustiness was important to 
occupancy, either due to current dustiness or recolonization following dust reduction. The dustiness 
of patches growing alongside gravel roads may be unfavorable to the phlox moth because dust might 
interfere with breathing, although no journal articles related to this t©plc could be found. Historically, 
seafcoated roads were dusty gravel roads. The road types in the non-gravel category were never 
dusty. if gravel dust causes habitat to be unfavorable, and there is a recolonization period following 
sealcoating, patches a{ong gravel roads are expected to be largely unoccupied, follov~ed by 
sea{coated roads and then non-gravel roads in terms of increasing proportions of patches occupied. 
However, the proportions of detections per category were not ordered accordingly. The ordering of 
road types by the proportion of moths found in each, with the lowest number of moths first, was 
gravel, non-gravel, and sea{coated. This may indicate that gravel dust creates unfavorable 
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conditions, but recolonization occurs fairly quickly (within the 3-4 years since sealcoating of the gravel 
roads began at Fort McCoy}, or that some other variable related to road type is responsible for the 
differences befinreen the groups, such as roadside maintenance activities or the concurrent central 
location of patches with high detection rates and high traffic volumes. 
Temperature and stop time were not important predictor variables, as expected. 
There was not much variability in the stem spacing of the focal or nearest patch, finding a 
trend is difficult with low variability unless a relationship is very strong. Most patches had stem 
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spacing values of 1 stem per 0.5-1.5 m , while a few patches had stem spacing values as dispersed 
1 to er 3. m2. Also the ratios of detections to nondetections were a roximatel a ual as s m p 5 pp y q 
among the levels of stem spacing. Had there been more variability between the patches, this variable 
may have been an important predictor, especially considering that stem spacing was important within 
the patch, according to the Roost Site portion of the study. Additionally, the stem spacing of the 
nearest patch was expected to have less predictive ability in determining moth detection than the 
stem spacing of the focal patch because the stem spacing nearby was less directly relevant. 
canopy cover was not a significant predictor of moth detection because no moths were found 
in wooded or open habitats, which made up the extremes in the range of canopy cover values. This 
result suggests that the relationship between canopy cover and the odds of detection or nondetection 
is non-lineal. A future study could investigate polynomial relationships between canopy cover and 
detection. The lack of moths in open and woodland sites may indicate that moths are more likely to 
be found in patches with medium canopy cover levels, and the probability of finding moths may 
increase as canopy cover increases to a threshold value and then decrease as canopy cover 
decreases. 
Strangely, variables related to the amount of habitat on the surrounding landscape —size of 
the nearest patch and total patch area in the 0.5 km radius —were not important predictors in any of 
the models. Size of the nearest patch is one of the key components of many metapopulation models 
(Hanski &Gilpin, 1991). Far this dataset, at least, the size of the focal patch and connectivity 
between patches seemed to be more important than the amount of habitat area in the surrounding 
landscape. This may indicate that most moths remain in their natal patch, with few moths colonizing 
nearby patches, that moths disperse Breater distances, despite available nearby habitat, or that 
moths may be using several nearby patches as a single patch. Similarly, the percentage of stems 
flowering in the nearest patch was not a significant predictor. This variable is also a measure of the 
amount of habitat available on the landscape surrounding the patch. It was not as clearly related to 
moth presence as distance to the nearest patch or total patch area in the 0.5 km radius, and rnoas 
expected to be unimportant if the other variables related to amount of surrounding habitat were 
unimportant. 
The proportion of the patch surveyed was thought to be an important predictor variable, but 
was n®t significant. There is a good chance that moths are clustered within patches due to the 
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attraction of males to female pheromones, so skipping portions of a patch could mean missing moths. 
In fact, during the survey of one very large patch ~Cfi~.}, the endangered species crew spent about 2.5 
hrs searching for moths, and certainly searched considerably more than 500 sterns before finding 
finding a single moth. ~n the other hand, in most cases, surveying 500 sterns meant surveying the 
entire patch, so moths were not likely to have been overlooked. 
The results of the assessment of variables related to within patch habitat selection were an 
interesting complement to the results of the patch-level study. Just as the average number of buds 
per stem was one of the most important patch-level characteristics, it was also one of the most 
important within patch characteristics. The importance of this variable at both spatial scales 
underscores the overriding importance of buds in the life cycle of the phlox moth. The other variables 
significantly related to the stems that moths were found on, canopy cover and stem spacing, were not 
important in the larger-scale analysis. Average canopy cover may not matter as long as there are 
enough stems that have low canopy cover in each patch so that the moths can find appropriate 
roosting sites. Likewise, stem spacing may not matter in patch occupancy because there is a 
minimum number of stems required to support a subpopulation, not a minimum density, but the moths 
may prefer denser areas within patches due to the higher concentration of resources. The 
percentage of stems flowering and the number of blooms were not statistically significant, but their 
associated p-values were not very large. The significance of blooms in some of the models indicates 
that perhaps the amount of flowers is more important at a larger spatial scale. 
C®nc~us~c~ns 
The results of this study indicate that phlox moths are more likely to be found on stems that 
have larger numbers of buds, lower canopy cover, and higher surrounding stem density than the 
average stern within a patch. Phlox moths are likely to occupy phlox patches that are larger, closer to 
their nearest neighbors, closer to patches that were occupied in the past 11 years, and have more 
blooms and buds per stem than the typical patch, and may be negatively impacted by dust from 
nearby gravel roads. Additionally, m©ths are more likely to be detected when the weather is rainy or 
recently rainy rather than dry, and are more likely to be detected when the weather is cloudy rather 
than sunny. The most important variables in predicting whether moths will be found in a patch appear 
to be patch site, the average number of buds per stem, and cloud cover and precipitation. Distance 
to the nearest patch, distance to nearest previously occupied patch, the average number of blooms, 
and road type are less important variables, and when coupled with the 3 core variables, different 
combinations of the Tess important variables can be used to predict whether moths will be found with 
approximately equal accuracy. 
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The fact that the 3 core variables consistently appeared in the top models indicates that the 
relationships were fairly strong and there were sufficient data to assess the relationships between 
these predictors and the outcome. A larger sample of occupied patches might a#low other predictor 
variables to be identified. In particular, more repeat surveys of the same patches, which were 
planned but did not happen due to poor weather, and data collected over several field seasons, to 
account for year~to-year variability and to increase the chance of the moths having an average year 
population-wise, would improve this study. More data would not only strengthen the conclusions 
regarding the relationships between the ~ non-core variables and the outcome, but would also al{ow 
for the assessment of interactions or other non-linear relationships between the important variables in 
this study and the outcome, the predictive abilities of other variables considered in this study, the 
temporal variability in the relationships between the predictors and the outcome, and the threshold 
values of the variables necessary for temporary occupancy and for sustaining moth populations in a 
given patch. 
The results of the second 4-variable model, the best of the 4 top models, indicate that large 
patches that are close to patches that were occupied during the last 11 years are the patches tha# are 
most likely to be occupied. such patches then, should logically be the focus of management efforts, 
and management that increases patch sizes or increases connectivity should increase the math 
population. if patches are enlarged, they should be enlarged at least beyond the 0.5 occupancy 
probability threshold, to help ensure that the patch is usable, or the 0.9 occupancy probability 
threshold, to help ensure a stable sub-population, taking into account the distance to the nearest 
previously occupied patch when calculating the occupancy probability. For a patch that is the 
average distance to the nearest previously occupied patch (528 m), a patch must be enlarged beyond 
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794 m or 3,162 m to surpass a 0.5 or 0.9 occupancy probability threshold, respectively. To 
increase connectivity, large patches with a high occupancy probability should be established between 
patches that appear to support stable sub-populations and areas that have patches with low 
occupancy probabilities. 
The questions of exactly how large and how close together the patches should be to sustain 
the population have not been answered by this study; however, if the population is assumed to be 
stable, a very rough guideline can be used to assess the effects of changes in the size and 
arrangement of the patches. This guideline has its basis in studies of ®that rare species that exist in 
metapopulations. These studies have indicated that occupancy probability can be used as a 
surrogate fior population size to assess the effects of changes in landscape configuration on rare 
species, which exist in low numbers in any given patch (Boyle &Nichols, 2003; Mackenzie et al., 
2005; Boyle et a1., 2005). Assuming that the population is stable and the management goal is to 
maintain the population, efforts should be made to maintain the same average occupancy probability, 
which was estimated as 35% by the model. The tradeoff between patch size and distance to the 
nearest previously occupied patch is that for each 10-fold increase or decrease iri patch size, the 
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patch must be 0.59 Iog10(10m) farther away or closer to, respectively, the nearest previously 
occupied patch in order to maintain a given occupancy probability (Figure 3). ®r conversely, for each 
10-fold increase or decrease in the distance to the nearest previously occupied patch, the patch must 
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be 1.69 iog(m } larger or smelter, respectively, in size. So for example, if a patch is lost due to the 
encroachment of invasive plants, the occupancy probability of that patch can be calculated based on 
its size and distance to the nearest previously occupied patch, and a nearby patch could be 
expanded through habitat improvements until its probability of occupancy has been increased by the 
same amount as was lost. The increase in occupancy could be caused simply by the increase in 
patch size, or by enlarging the patch by a lesser amount, but enlarging it in a direction that makes it 
closer to the nearest previously occupied patch. 
The low detection rates estimated by this study indicate that 2 or 3 successive surveys of a 
patch during a single season are not sufficient to confirm moth presence. If a 13°~o detection rate is 
typical of most seasons, approximately 7 surveys are necessary to achieve a g0% probability of 
detecting moths, provided they are present. 
The Roosting Site portion of the study indicated that moths are more likely to be found in 
areas of the patch that have high stem densities, high numbers of buds per stem, and Idw canopy 
cover. Obviously then, detection-nondetection survey strategies should focus on searching the 
portions of the patch with these characteristics first to increase search efficiency. 
With the backing of the results and conclusions from this study, other future studies could 
encompass a wide range of possibilities, since so little is known about the phlox moth. Future studies 
could investigate the relationships of other variables not included in this study to patch occupancy. 
One set of variables that could be included in future studies are those related to the habitat 
requirements of larvae and pupae. For example, the amount of leaf litter, soi! moisture, and snow 
cover may affect whether larvae can find sites in which to pupate and whether the pupae can survive 
the winter. 
The apparent relationship between road type and patch occupancy could be investigated in 
more detail. As mentioned in the discussion, road type was expected to affect occupancy because 
patches bordering gravel roads might be dusty and uninhabitable. ®ust might play a role in inhibiting 
breathing by the moths by clogging spiracles. Or, dust might coat plant leaves to such an extent that 
ovipositing females cannot detect the appropriate phytochemicals. The proportion of occupied 
patches in the road type categories, however, did not follow the expected trend. it is possible that 
patches along sealcoated roads were colonized fairly quickly (3-4 years) after sealcoating occurred, 
particularly those patches located near large patches bordering non-dusty roads. Or, the real 
differences between patches bordering the different road types may be related to the amount of 
mowing or brush cutting, the age of the road and hence the successional stage of the roadside 
vegetation, or the width ®f the road corridor. 
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Knowing that patch size and the distance to the nearest patch or the nearest fairly stable 
subpopulation are important predictors of occupancy, the ideal landscape configuration of patches for 
sustaining the phlox moth population could be estimated. ~n understanding of the ideal landscape 
configuration could be used to direct activities related to landscape management. 
The results of this study may be applicable to the management of other Lepidopteran 
species, particularly those that are small, non-migratory, and highly specialized to a species of host 
plant. These moths and butterflies may require host plant patches of similar size and connectivity, 
and habitat improvement projects must account for the limits of distance and patch size on 
colonization. additionally, the fact that the average number of buds per stem u~as an important 
predictor of moth detection in all of the top models indicates that quality of the host plant, not just 
quantity, is important to the habitability of a patch. If the habitat area cannot be increased, but is not 
sufficient to support a population, perhaps the health of the host plants could be unproved through 
different management practices. 
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Table 1. List of variables, and units of measurement or coding type, for which data was collected in 
the field and using GiS for  the P_ etch  Occupancy and the Roosting Site datasets. 
















Moth Survey Date 
Start and Stop Times 
Number of Stems Searched 









Patch Survey Date 
Nearest Patch Name 
Nearest Patch Stem Spacing 
Nearest Patch Flowering 
Nearest Patch Size 
Distance to Nearest Patch 
Patch Area in 0.5 km Radius 
Proportion Surveyed 
Distance to Nearest 
Previously Occupied Patch 
Standard Deviation Blooms 
Standard Deviation Buds 
names follow Kirk {1996) with modifications detailed above 
people who conducted moth survey 
dd/mm/yy date of mottl survey 
time at beginning and end of moth survey 
number of stems searched for moths; maximum of 500 
category Yes =all stems were searched, No ~ not all stems were searched 
~C temperature at end of moth survey, thermometer in the shade 
m/s wind speed at end of moth surrrey, hand-held digital wind meter 
estimated to the nearest 25% during moth survey 
category none, drizzle, rain, earlier in day, overnight 
number found, 0 if none found 
category open grassland, woodland, savanna, edge, corridor 
category patch receives the most sun from the N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, or NW 
category none, 2-track, sand, gravel, seal-coated gravel, paved, railroad 
dd/mm/yy date of patch data collection 
names follow Kirk {1996) with modifications detailed above 
m2/stem estimated average spacing of stems throughout the patch 
% estimated percentage of stems blooming in the nearest patch 
m2 area of the nearest neighboring patch, calculated using GIS 
m distance from patch edge to its nearest neighbor, measured by hand 
m2 area of other phlox patches within 0.5 km of the patch, using GIS 
proportion number of stems searched divided by est. total number of stems 
m distance to center of neares# patch with > 1 moths found 1994-2004 
standard deviation of number of blooms on 10 sterns evenly spaced 







s Stem Spacing 
Average Blooms 
Average Buds 




estimated average spacing of stems throughout the patch 
average number on 10 stems evenly spaced across the patch 
average number on 10 stems evenly spaced across the patch 
average above 10 stems evenly spaced, using densiometer 


















Nearest Patch Percentage of 
Stems Flowering 







number of the stem on which the mothls was/were found 
above the stem where the moth/s was/were found, using densiometer 
whether the moth/s was/were in the sun or shade when found 
number on the stem where the mothls was/were found 
number on the stem where the mothls was/were found 
estimated from the 10 stems nearest where moth/s was/were found 
estimated percentage of stems in bloom, to nearest 10% 
from the stem where a moth was found, measured by pacing 
33 
Table 2. Results of the Tukey-Kramer HS® test examining the relationship between patch type and 
canopy cover. There is a general, partiaffy significant trend o~ increasing canopy cover from open 
habitats to Wooded and corridor habitats. r ~ .t ~ ~. , 
Positive values indicate pairs of means that are significantly different. Different letters Mean Canopy indicate significant 
Category Woods Corridor Edge Savanna Open Cover (cells) differences. 
Woods -7.83 -0.86 -0.30 1.72 8.18 16.43 A 
Corridor -0.86 -1.81 -1.94 0.18 5.68 11.62 A 
Edge -0.30 -1.94 -3.80 -1.72 4.12 10.59 A B 
Savanna 1.72 0.18 -1.72 -3.50 2.29 $.65 B 
Open 8.18 5.68 4.12 2.29 -7.00 0.83 C 
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Table 3. The variables used in the Patch occupancy Study, their uni#s or coding, and modifications 
made to the variables as the were on finally collected.  
Variable Units or Coding NOodif°ications for o~nalysis 
Stop Time 
Temperature 




Nearest Patch Stem Spacing 
Nearest Patch Percentage of 
Stems Flowering 
Nearest Batch Size 
Distance to Nearest Patch 
Pasch Area in 0.5 km Radius 
Proportion Surveyed 
Distance to the Nearest 




Average Canopy Cover 
Patch Size 
fractional time the proportion of the day that has passed since midnight 
°C 
category 
category 0 = no moths found, 1 = at least 1 moth found 
category 0 =west to r+ortheast, 1 =east to southwest 
category 0 = o#her, 1 =gravel, 2 = sealcoated gravel 
m~/stem 
proportion proportion is the flowering percent divided by 100 
Iog10{m~) the base-10 logarithm of the nearest patch size 
Iog10{m} the base-10 logarithm ofi distance to nearest patch 








0) no rain 12 hr before stop time &clouds <50%, 1) no rain 12 hr 
before stop time &clouds >50%, 2) rain in 12 hr before stop time 
the base-10 logarithm of the distance to the nearet previously 
occupied patch divided by 10 
average canopy cover percent divided by 100 
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Table 5. The models selected by the forward and backward stepwise regressions of the time-
constant and time-varying variables include all variables in boldface, which significantly improved 
each model at the p=0.15 significance level. Variables not in boldface were added to or subtracted 
from the models in boldface, but did not significantly improve the models. 
Model 
Likelihood Model Significantly 
Forward Stepwise Regression of Time-Constant Variables Likelihood Ratio G2 df p-value Improved? 
Null Model 106.15 
All Above Plus Lo910(Patch Size) 88.65 17.51 1 <0.001 Yes 
All Above Plus Log10{Distance to Past Presence) 85.48 3.16 1 0.076 Yes 
All Boldface Plus Lo910(Distance to Nearest Patch) 84.35 1.13 1 0.288 No 
All Boldface Plus Lo910(Nearest Patch Size) 85.20 0.28 1 0.597 No 
All Boldface Plus Road Type 85.47 0.01 1 0.920 No 
All Boldface Plus Log 10(Area in 0.5 km Radius) 85.48 0.01 1 0.920 No 
Likelihood Model 2 Model Significantly 
Backward Stepwise Regression of Time-Constant Variables Likelihood Ratio G df p-value Improved? 
AI! Time-Constant Variables 83.78 
All Above Minus Log10(Area in 0.5 km Radius) 83.78 0.00 1 NA Equal 
All Boldface Minus Road Type 83.94 -0.16 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Lo910(Nearest Patch Size) 84.35 -0.57 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Log10(Distance #o Nearest Patch) 85.48 -1.70 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Log10(Distance to Prev. Occupied Patch) 88.64 -4.86 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Lo910(Patch Size) 98.52 -14.74 1 NA No 
Likelihood Model 2 Model Significantly 
Forward Stepwise Regression of Time-Varying Variables Likelihood Ratio G df p-value Improved? 
Null Model 106.15 
All Above Plus Cloud Cover and Precipitation 94.84 11.31 1 0.001 Yes 
All Above Plus Average Number of Buds 86.09 8.75 1 0.003 Yes 
All Above Plus %Stems Flowering in Nearest Patch 78.90 7.19 1 0.007 Yes 
All Above Plus Proportion Surveyed 70.20 8.70 1 0.003 Yes 
All Above Plus Temperature 64.19 6.01 1 0.014 Yes 
All Boldface Plus Blooms 63.45 0.74 1 0.390 No 
All Boldface Plus Average Canopy Cover 63.45 0.74 1 0.390 No 
All Boldface Plus Time 64.19 0.00 1 NA No 
All Boldface Plus Stem Spacing 64.92 -0.73 1 NA No 
All Boldface Plus Nearest Patch Stem Spacing 64.92 -0.73 1 NA No 
Likelihood Model 2 Model Significantly 
Backward Stepwise Regression of Time-Varying Variables Likelihood Ratio G df p-value Improved? 
All Above All Time-Varying Variables 83.78 
All Above Minus Stem Spacing 60.28 23.50 1 <0.001 Yes 
All Above Minus Nearest Patch Stem Spacing 60.28 0.00 1 NA Equal 
All Boldface Minus Blooms 64.92 -4.64 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Average Canopy Cover 66.33 -6.05 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Proportion Surveyed 67.59 -7.31 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Time 70.07 -9.79 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Average Number of Buds 73.11 -12.83 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Temperature 73.14 -12.86 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus %Stems Flowering in Nearest Patch 79.55 -19.27 1 NA No 
All Boldface Minus Cloud Cover and Precipitation 84.26 -23.98 1 NA No 
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fable 8. estimated probabilities of occupancy and detection for the best models, and the average of 





5-variable 1 0.3629 
5-variable 2 0.3656 
4-variable 1 0.4975 
Avg. of 3 Preceding 0.3594 
4-variable 2 tSest) 0.3496 
Estim2~ted Probability of Detection 
Week 1 week 2 Week 3 
0.1228 0.1462 0.1172 
0.1155 0.1367 0.1074 
0.0915 0.0960 0.0716 
0.1228 0.1439 0.112fi 
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Figure 1. Bivariate distribution of surveys by cloud cover and precipitation. 
Many cells have fewer than 10 surveys, and some bivariate categories are 
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Figure 3. The probability that a patch is occupied is a tradeoff between the size of the patch and the 
distance to the nearest previously occupied patch, according to the best model. An occupancy 
probability of 35% corresponds to the estimated proportion of patches occupied. 50% and 90% 
occupancy probabilities are approximate thresholds that indicate whether a patch may be 
temporarily or more permanently occupied. 
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Appendix B. Field, GIS, and ~alcuiated [data with a Summary 
All of the collected during field surveys are reported in this appendix. If corrections were 
made to the field data, as detailed below or in the Results and Discussion sections of the text, only 
the corrected values are listed in the appendix. The last column in the table lists details of why 
specific surveys were not included in the analyses. The data generated using GIS and values 
calculated from the original data are also reported in the appendix. If transformed variables were 
used in the analyses, the transformed values are reported alongside the original variables. A 
summary of the data can be found on the last page of the appendix. 
The stop time for the survey of C7F during week 2 was 06:05 and the start time of the survey 
of C7B2 during week 2 was 06:02, an overlap of 3 minutes. Two minutes were subtracted from each 
survey so that they no longer overlapped. The start time for the week 3 survey of B12D was missing. 
The start time was imputed by adding 5 minutes to the stop time of the survey immediately before it, 
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CHAPTER 3. GENERAL CONCLUSloNS 
General Discussi®n 
The phlox moth is an example of a species that currently exists in small ~~ubpopulations 
interconnected as a metapopulation in a highly fragmented landscape (Swengel ~~ Swengel, 1999}. 
This study is consistent with other, similar studies of rare Lepidopteran species (for example, Hanski 
et al., 1994; Hill et al., 1996; Ravenscroft &Young 1996; Menendez &Thomas, x'000}~ and lends 
additional evidence to the argument that the theoretical factors important to patch occupancy in a 
metapopulation, in fact, matter in real populations of species. ~Iot only does patch size and quality 
matter in supporting subpopulations, but the connectivity between patches is highly important, 
particularly the connectivity with large, stable subpopulations. 
For species like the phlox moth, which exist at law numbers wherever they are found, 
occupancy probability may closely track metapopulation size. For such species, quantifications of the 
effects of the tradeoff between patch size and connectivity on the proportion of patches occupied may 
be valuable to conservation efforts. The proportion of patches occupied and metapopulation 
persistence are closely related, and by focusing on maintaining the average probability of occupancy 
in a metapopulation, the population size likely can be maintained. Likewise, increasing the average 
probability of occupancy should increase population size. Therefore, small, well-placed habitat 
patches can potentially have a great deal of conservation importance, because they may increase the 
overall probability of occupancy for the entire metapopulation. Having at {east one large habitat that 
can support a stable population is preferable, but when large habitat patches 2tre destroyed or cannot 
be acquired or created, sma11, well-placed patches can be used to help sustain or increase a 
population. v~/hether a single large patch or several small patches are better for species persistence, 
however, may depend largely on the distance between the patches, and the tradeoff between size 
and distance for a given species. 
Future research projects related to this study could be focused on quantifying the relationship 
between patch size and distance in the probability of occupancy for rare species that exist at low 
numbers in a metapopulation or patchy population structure. Past research on Lepidopteran species 
has provided evidence that many rare butterflies and moths require similar landscape arrangements 
to persist (for example, Hanski et al., 1994; Hiil et al., 1996; Ravenscroft & Y~~ung, 1996; Menendez & 
Thomas, 2000}. Similarities may likewise exist within other taxonomic groups, particularly other 
insects. General guidelines for groups of species, based on studies of several species in the groups, 
may be particularly useful for rare species that are currently unprotected, or pare protected only locally, 
for which there insufficient funding to study every species in detail. 
Currently, land management activities are frequently directed at increasing the connectivity of 
isolated habitat patches. Stepping stones and corridors are considered as ways to increase 
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connectivity for rare species whose populations are declining in isolated habitat patches {Schultz, 
1995; iUfonkkonen & Mutanen, 2003; Haddad &Tewksbury, 2005). Government ac~encies and non-
profit organizations are interested in acquiring land that is located near their currenl: properties to 
allow for the greater movement of species between parcels, thereby buffering indiv~iduai parcels 
against species loss. The findings of this study support efforts to increase connectiivity between 
preserves, as well as increasing preserve size, to conserve rare species. 
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